In this paper we extend to quadratic Jordan algebras certain results due to P. M. Cohn giving conditions under which a Jordan algebra is special, the most important of these being the Shirshov-Cohn Theorem that a Jordan algebra with two generators and no extreme radical is always special. We also prove that the free algebra on two generators x, y modulo polynomial relations p(x) -0, q(y) = 0 is special, and hy taking a particular p(x) we show that most of the properties of the Peirce decomposition of a Jordan algebra relative to a supplementary family of orthogonal idempotents follow immediately from the analogous properties of Peirce decompositions in associative algebras.
Throughout we will work with algebras over an arbitrary (commutative, associative) ring of scalars Φ. A (unital) quadratic Jordan algebra is defined axiomatically in terms of a product U x y linear in y and quadratic in x [4, p. 1072] . We can introduce a quadratic Jordan structure 2t + in any unital associative algebra Sί by taking U x y = xyx . Any (Jordan) subalgebra of such an algebra 2I + is called a special Jordan algebra. A specialization of a quadratic Jordan algebra S is a homomorphism of $ into an algebra of the form 3ί + . With any quadratic Jordan algebra $ we can associate its special universal envelope, consisting of a unital associative algebra suffi) and a (universal) specialization σ u : £5 -•> st6 (^) + such that any specialization σ: $ -»SX + factors uniquely through an associative homomorphism su(σ): 21, carries a unique involution, the main involution π, such that the elements of $ σ% are [symmetric: x°u Z = x a% . This association is functorial-if φ: ^y->^ is a homomorphism of quadratic Jordan algebras there is induced an associative homomorphism su{φ) making commutative. An algebra £5 is special if and only if it is imbedded in suffi) via σ u .
For any set X we have a free quadratic Jordan algebra FJ(X), a free special Jordan algebra FS(X), and a free associative algebra F(X) on the set X (over the ring Φ). We have FS(X) imbedded in F(X) as the (Jordan) subalgebra of F (X) + generated by X, and F(X) with this inclusion map serves as special universal envelope for FS(X).. When X consists of just two elements X -{x, y} we know FJ(x, y) = FS(Xj y) by Shirshov's Theorem. For all these see [3] . l Cohn's theorem and criterion. We consider a set X = {Xi} ie i where the indices are linearly ordered. The free associative algebra F(X) carries a reversal involution, whose action on a typical monomial is,
The subspace Q(F(X) 9 *) of ^-symmetric elements is a Jordan subalgebra of F(X)
hence containing FS(X). Cohn's Theorem measures how far FS(X) is from being all of Q(F(X), *).
COHN'S THEOREM [1, p. 257; 2, ex. 2 p. 9 
]. Q(F(X), *) is the Jordan subalgebra of F(X)
+ generated by 1, X, and all the n-tads
Proof. Clearly φ = ^(i^X), *) contains X and all w-tads. Conversely, to show the subalgebra & generated by such elements is alL of & we must show & contains all {x {ί x in } = x iχ x in -f x i% .τâ nd all x^ %ί n y%i n x^ (where y is either 1 or one of the x { ) since= these clearly span £. Now the x h ••• x in yx in ••• a? 4l = ϋ^ ^» ίΛ 2/" are generated by X alone, so we need only generate the {x {l ••• x { j. We do this by induction on n. The result is trivial for n -2, 3 since {a^ίj = a?^ o aj i2 , {a; <1 α; ί2 αj ί8 } = U xii , xi x h where a on and J7 β , β 2/ are thelinearizations of x 2 (-U x l) and U x y. We assume n ;> 4 and that alL {^ή *' # χ ί<J ^or m < n are in ^. Our first task is to show ( 3 ) K (1) Proof. A standard functorial argument shows that the algebra k and the specialization of ^/St induced from ^ -> by passage to the quotient serve as special universal envelope for £$/$) (i.e., satisfy the universal property (1)). The kernel of this specialization is ^5 Π $)/$, so the specialization is injective (i.e., $/& is special) if and only if 3 n ! = <$.
In particular, for % = FS(X) and su($) = F{X) we obtain COROLLARY.
FS(X)/St is special if and only if Si n FS(X) = B where ίk is the associative ideal in F(X) generated by the Jordan ideal B in FS(X).
2. Shirshov-Cohn theorem* The extreme radical of a unital quadratic Jordan algebra $ is the set of elements z such that U z = ϋ ZtX = 0 for all x in $; this always forms an ideal. Since 2z = z o 1 = 0 for such elements, the extreme radical is always zero when J e Φ. PROPOSITION [I, p. 260] . // B is an ideal in FS (x, y, z) It will be enough to prove the stronger results ( i)' prp* 6 β (ii)' p + p*e® (pe®,reFS(x,y,z) ) since p ~ p* if p e ® Π jPS(α?, 2/, 2;) and then ^rg e $ has prq + (prq)* -We tackle (ii)' first. The proof is the standard one [2, p. 11] . It suffices to consider p = skt for s, t monomials in x, y, z and k a generator of $, since such elements span $. As sw£ + t*ws* is a. symmetric element of the free algebra F (x, y, z, w) , by Cohn's Theorem it is a sum of Jordan products of x, y, z, w and the tetred {xyzw} where each term in the sum has a factor w or {xyzw}. But then (applying the homomorphism
we see p + p* = skt + t*ks* is a sum of Jordan products of x, y, z, k and the tetrad {xyzk} where each term has a factor ke& or {xyzk}e& (by our hypothesis), so p + p* falls in the ideal Si.
Since (i)' is not linear in p we must first consider a general pΣp { = Js^iίi. Here prp* = Σ^rpf + J^iίPirp; + Pjrpf). By (ii)' the latter sum is in $ since the ^rp/ belong to $ if 2^ does, so once again we need only consider an individual p { \ to consider prp* for p -skt. Now 2>rp* -sktrt*ks* = skhks* for Λ = ίrί* e ©(^(a?, y, «), *) = ΉS(*τ, 2/, «) by the Corollary to Cohn's Theorem. But since S is an ideal in FS (x, y, z) Proof. By universal properties, any quadratic Jordan algebra $ on two generators is a homomorphic image of the free quadratic Jordan algebra FJ(x, y) on two generators, hence (by Shirshov's Theorem) of FS(x, y): $ ~ FS(x, y)/B for some ideal SI. We now apply the Proposition; we can forget about tetrads, since we are not concerned with the variable z.
More precisely, let {k} be a set of generators for β, let 3 be the ideal in FS(x, y, z) generated by z, and let 8 be the ideal generated by z together with the k's. Then FS(x, y) = FS(x, y, z)/3 and
FS{x, y)/B ~ (FS(x, y, s)/3)/(S/3) = FS(x, y, z)/2 .
Each {xyzk(x, y)} or {xyzz} belongs to 2-the latter is {xyz 2 } -U x>z ty and the former is a sum of Jordan products of x, y, z each term of which has a factor z, so in fact the tetrads belong to 3 c: 8. Since FS(x, y, z)/ί& ~ %$ has no extreme radical, we apply the Proposition to conclude $ is special.
Note that if J 6 Φ then the extreme radical is automatically zero, so in that case we obtain the usual Shirshov-Cohn Theorem that any Jordan algebra on two generators is special. A standard example [2, ex. 3 p. 12] shows that this stronger form does not hold in general: if & is the ideal spanned by x 2 , x\ x\ x e in the free algebra
on a single generator over a field Φ of characteristic 2 then the coset
3 is in the extreme radical). An algebra Qf is power-associative if each subalgebra Φ[z] generated by a single element forms an associative algebra under the natural structure induced from Qf [5, p. 293], and strictly power-associative if it remains power-associative under all scalar extensions. Powerassociativity amounts to the condition that a polynomial relation p(z) -0 implies zp(z) = 0. In the previous example it was the failure of this condition which led to trouble. However, the following example shows that imposing power-associativity is not by itself enough to guarantee speciality; the condition is necessary but not sufficient.
EXAMPLE. If ίϊ is the ideal in FJ(x, y) over a field Φ of characteristic 2 generated by U t y and all monomials of degree ^>6, then $ -FJ(x, y)/St is a strictly power-associative algebra generated by two elements which is not special. We will show $ is power-associative; since any extension $ Q has the same form over Ω that $ does over Φ, the same argument will apply to all Ϊ$ Ω , and consequently $ will be strictly power-associative. We must show that if p(z) e $1 for some polynomial p then also zp(z) e ft.
Proof. ££= FJ(x, y)/$t = FS(x, y)/B is not special by Cohn
First we get rid of the constant terms. Let z = a o l + w where w contains the homogeneous parts of z of degree ^>1. Then the degree zero part of p(z) eft is p(a 0 ), and since ft is homogeneous and contains only terms of degree ^3 we have p(a 0 ) = 0. Thus, if q(h) = p(λ + α 0 ) we have g(0) = p(a 0 ) = 0, so q has zero constant term, and We can improve slightly on the theorem. In dealing with associative algebras Sί with involution * in situations where J g Φ it is sometimes more convenient to work with certain "ample" subalgebras of φ(St, *) rather than just with #(3t, *) itself. A subspace ft of £(2C, *) is ample if & contains 1 and all aka* for a e 2t and ^ eS. (In particular, ft contains all norms αα* and traces a + α*, so if ieΦ then ft = φ). We will say a Jordan algebra is reflexive if ^σ M is an ample subspace of #(«%($), π ) (and strongly reflexive if $ σ " = ^(su(^), π)).
By the Corollary to Cohn's Theorem $ = FJ(x u , x m ) is strongly reflexive for m ^ 3, but its homomorphic images may not be. However, they do inherit reflexivity:
THEOREM [2, p. 77 ] Ifί~$ is reflexive so is any homomorphic image.
Proof. Let φ: $ -• $ be an epimorphism. To see that 3°u is ample in §(su (!3) , it) we use (2) to see that (setting f = su(φ)) any 
A^?/ quadratic Jordan algebra with three or fewer generators is reflexive.
Since any algebra $ which is both special and reflexive has Qf = c£*« ample in §(su(!3), π) we have the improved result SHIRSHOV-COHN THEOREM [2, p. 77] . Any quadratic Jordan algebra on two generators without extreme radical is isomorphic to an ample subalgebra of £>(5Ϊ, *) for some associative algebra SI with involution.
Again, if J e Φ the only ample subspace of φ(3ί, *) is φ(2ί, *) itself.
3* An example* In this section we consider the free special algebra FS(x, y, z) on three generators, together with three relations p(x) = 0, q(y) = 0, r(z) = 0 where p(λ), g(λ), r(λ) are monic polynomials of degree n, m, I respectively. (We allow any of these to be zero, in which case we take the degree to be oo), By singling out powers of x, y, z greater than or equal to n, m, I we can write any monomial in F(x, y y z) uniquely as a word Consider the homomorphism of the free algebra F (x, y, z, p, q, r) iT-+r(z) . Each m + m* has a pre-image of the form n + n* where if m is as in (4) Applying the homomorphism, m + m* is a sum of Jordan products of x, y, z, p(x), q(y), r(z) and w-tads. But all the w-tads reduce to Jordan products of a ?, y, z, p(x) 
, q(y), r(z) together with xp(x), yq(y), zr(z)-for example, the 6-tad {x p(x) y q(y) z r(z)} = {xp(x) yq(y) zr(z)} .
Thus m + m* is a sum of Jordan products at least one factor of which is a p(x) 9 q(y), r(z) or xp(x), yq(y), zr(z) (since m is of weight ^1 and so has at least one factor p(x), q(y), or r(z)). This means that m + m* falls in the Jordan ideal $.
A similar but more involved argument works for the symmetric m = m*. Consider the homomorphism of the free algebra on 9 generators F (x, y, z, p, q, r, p f , q\ r') to F(x, y, z) sending x-*x,y-+y r z->z,p-* p(x), q -• q(y), r -* φ), p' -> xp(x), q 9 -> yq(y), r f -> zr{z). We claim m = m* has a pre-image π = n* which is symmetric in F(x, y, z$ P, QJ r i P\ Q'J r') (Once we have this we argue as before; we have to worry about w-tads for 4 <£ n ^ 9 now, where we order the variables x<p<.p'<y<q<q'<z<r<r', but again all %-tads reduce to ordinary Jordan products in FS (x, y, z) ', q', r') . We also note that since m is of weight Ξ>1, π contains at least one factor p,q,r or p' y <?' , r'. As we said above, this is enough to allow us to complete the proof that m -m* falls in SI.
Since FJ(x, y) = FS(x, y) by Shirshov's Theorem, specializing z->0 gives
COROLLARY. If p(x), g(λ) are monic polynomials then FJ(x, y)/B is special for $t the ideal generated by p(x), xp(x), q(y), yq(y).
It is essential (in the general case where \^.Φ) that we take xp(x) and yq{y) along with p(x) and q(y) Indeed, in our pathological onegenerator example we divided out by x 2 but not .τ 3 , and it was this x°° that came back to haunt us. However, the Example of § 2 shows that the condition p(z) e ^ => zp(z) eSt is not by itself enough to guarantee speciality.
It is also essential that the relations involve only one variable at a time. The situation becomes much more complex when the variables are intermixed. For example, if £ in FS(x, y, z) is generated by x 2 -y 2 then FS(x, y, z)/$t is not special, but it 5Ϊ is generated by U x y -x, U x y 2 -1 then F/$t is special. Thus speciality depends very much on the particular relations chosen. 4* Applications to Peirce decompositions* We define the free Jordan algebra on X ivith n (supplementary, orthogonal) idempotents FJ(X; e 19 , e n ) to be the quotient FJ(X U Y)/B where Y = {y lt , y n } is disjoint from X and ^ is the ideal generated by 1 -Σy if y\ -y ί9 Vy.Vs, Vi ° y 3 {i Φ j). The cosets β^ = y {: + S are supplementary orthogonal idempotents in FJ (X; e u , e n ) = FJ(X U F)/β, and one has the universal property that any map I-^S of 1 into a Jordan algebra 3 with n supplementary orthogonal idempotents f lf •••,/« extends uniquely to a homomorphism FJ (X; e u , e n ) -> Jy sending e { ->f { .
Consider the following properties of the Peirce decomposition of an arbitrary Jordan algebra $5 relative to a supplementary family of orthogonal idempotents e 19 •• ,e n [2, p. 120-1; 4, p. 1074-5] .
( o Zji } so {Sf«3f ίy^-«} c % %i ; these do not seem to follow from £$, and must be verified directly).
The reason for this is that for any collection of elements x id from distinct Peirce spaces $ <y there is an element x = Σx i3 having the x i3 as its Peirce ίi-compoments; there is a homomorphism 3ί-+3> sending x-* % and βi-+ e iy so the Peirce components x i3 of x map into the Peirce components x i3 of x. Hence any relation holding among the x i3 will also hold for the x i3 . That is, any relation involving elements from distinct Peirce spaces will hold in $ if it holds in $. This immediately applies to (PD 1-5), (PD 7), , , and the first two parts of (PD 21). The same argument works for (PD 0): if
an any x, so the E ί3 are supplementary orthogonal idempotents). The remaining formulas can be derived from the previous ones by various stratagems. For (PD 17-18) we use the relation (PD 21)' T^^,.^ = Vi H on 3f iy will be inherited from $, and this remains true over any scalar extension Ω of Φ, so we can linearize to get
The first of these implies (PD 6) via (PD 1), the second implies (PD 8) via (PD 2), and the third implies (PD 21) since we already know y 2 _ y 2 am j SG y _ y y , y y Thus the task of verifying Peirce relations for an arbitrary Jordan algebra $ reduces to verifying them for the free Jordan algebra $ on one generator with idempotents. The whole point of this reduction is that $ is special, and we already remarked that the relations were easily verified in any special algebra. The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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